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1. Introduction

Suppose we have an observation x, which may be a scalar or a vector, and we know

apriori that it should have come from either of two populations 7tx and zr2? which have the

●

probability density functions fx(x) and f2(x) respectively and apriori probabilities qx and q2

respectively. We assume that the losses due to two　血ds of misclassi鮎ation are same,

where one misclassification is that if the observation is actually from 7tx we classify it as

coming from 7t2 and the other is that if the observation is actually from tt2 we classify it as

●

coming from 7tv Then according to the Bayes procedure, if

qi h (x)　＼　　?a M*)

?ifi(x) +q*f2(x) ~ qiA(x) +q2f2(x)

then we decide that the observation has come from?tv and otherwise we decide that the

observation has come from 7zr2. Equivalently if

D(x)-qlfl(x)- q2f2(x) ≧O

then we decide that it has come from nx and otherwise we decide that it has come from

ォf

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the statistical properties of the estimate of D(x)

constructed by Wolverton and Wagner [6] by using the results in Yamato [7].

Let X¥, X去, xi,. -. and X至　X2　Y雷,-. be sequences of independent, identically

distributed m-dimnsicnal random vectors in the m-dimensional Euclidian space E桝, which

have the probability density functions fァ(x) and f2(x) respectively. Let px, p2, p3- - be a

sequence of independent identically distributed random variables with

Pr (pi-l)-ql and Pr{pi-0)-qz (t-l,2,3,....).

We assume that X¥, X2 pk are mutually independent for all i-l, 2,-.., j-l, 2,　and
●

Jc-l, 2,.... In this paper we consider a sequential estimation of D(x) with a scheme

that we observe X¥ when pi-l and X写when pi-O. Wolverton and Wagner [6] considered

an estimate of D(x) under the same sampling scheme given by

1Dn(x)-五nr
MLft音K(

*/
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and showed that under a certain condition on fi(x), f2(x), hn, k(<)

JE桝Dn(xトD(x))*dx

converges to 0 in probability (with probability 1) and then PDn(e) converges to Pd{v) in

probability (with probability 1), where P<j(e) denote the probability of misclassification by

using a discriminant function d(x).
●

In the following sections we shall discuss the asymptotic unbiasedness, asymptotically

uniform unbiasedness, consistency, uniform consistency and asymptotic normality of Dn(x)

by using Yamato[7]. Concerning its asymptotically uniform unbiasedness, Wolverton and

Wagner[6] proved it in Lemma 2 under the assumption that fx{x) and f2(x) are uniformly

continuous. In section 2 we shall, however, generalize it for continuous probability density

functions fx(x) and f2(x) and moreover at the continuous point x of fx{x) and f2{x).

In section 3 we shall treat the limits of the variance and the mean square error of Dn(x)

and the limit of nhJ Var [Dn(x)].

In section 4 we shall treat the uniform consistency of Dn(x).

In section 5 we shall treat the limit distribution of Dn(x).

The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professor A. Kudo of Kyushu University
l

for his kind encouragements and advices, and also to Professor S. Kano of Kyushu

University for Ms kind suggestions. The author also expresses his hearty thanks to

Professor M. Okamoto of Osaka University for his kind comments.

2. Asymtotic unbiasedness

Theorem 1. We suppose that the probability density functions fx(x) and f%(x) are

continuous and that {hn} is a sequence of monotone decreasing positive numbers such that

2.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　lim ^-0
WSd冨葺

Let K(y) be a measurable function satisfying

(2.2)

2.3)

2.4)

sup¥K{y)¥<∞

y牀Em

jK{V)dy-¥

Em

JE桝¥K(y)¥du<-

E桝denotes the m-dimensional Euclidian space and let {X¥}, {X君}, {pi} be mutually in-

dependent sequences of random variables and vectors as described in section 1. Then

(2.5) Dnlx)-‡jil トn-4'(^*/
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isanasymptoticallyunbiasedestimateofD(x).

ThefollowingcorollarycanbefoundinWolvertonandWagner[6],whichweneedto

proveTheorem5.Inthefollowingcorollary,weassumetheuniformcontinuityofthe

probabilitydensityfunction,whichissatisfiedwhenapopulationcharacteristicfunctionis

absolutelyintegrable.

Corollary1.Ifweassumetheuniformcontinuityoftheprobabilitydensityfunctions

fァ(x)andf2(x)inTheorem1,thenwehave

(2-6)kmsup¥EDn(x)-D(x)¥-O

n-*｡｡x牀Em

Theorem2.Wesupposethat{hn}isasequenceofmonotonedecreasingpositivenumbers

satisfying(2.1)andthatthemeasurablefunctionK(y)satisfies(2.2),(2.3),(2.4)and

(2.7)lim¥y¥桝IK(y)¥-O

y-+∞

Let{X¥},{X?},{pi}bemutuallyindependentsequencesofrandomvariablesandvectorsas

1-describedinsection1.ThenDn(x)isasymptoticallyunbiasedatthepointxsuchthatboth

fァ(x)andf2(x)arecontinuous.

ByapplyingTheorem1,Corollary1andTheorem2inYamato[7]onaninequality

(2.8)¥EDn(x)-D(x)¥

-AA.≦q^Ef^x)-fl(x)¥+q2¥Ef2(x)-fz(x)¥

wecaneasilyobtainTheorem1,Corollary1andTheorem2,where

(2.9)　　M*)-‡鼻音

(2.10)　　fJx)- ‡ ,il萎

K

K

3. Consistency

Theorem 3. We suppose that the probability density functions fァ(x) and fJx) are con-

Unuous and that [hn] is a sequence of monotone decreasing positive numbers satisfying (2.1)
and

(8.1 lim nh�"-∞.
n-* oo

Let the measurable function K{y) satisfy (2.2) and (2.4) and let {弟}, {X?}, [pi) be mutually
independent sequences of random vectors and variables as described in section 1. Then we

have

(3.2) lim Var[Dn (x)] - 0
〝一〇〇

at all points x J E桝.
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Furthermore if K(y) satisfy (2.3), then we have

(3.3)　　　　　　　　lim E¥Dn(x)-D(x)¥*-0.
fffiコ競

Proof. We shall note at first that

(3.4)　　　　　　Var [/>. (*)]

-EI苧+EI芸+EH+EI至-2｣LL

where

1　*

Il-　　∑
n J'-1

H
U

h?

(
捌

r
I
　
-
　
｣

1　n

I,--∑ (ft-ql)
n 1-1

Ⅰ3=⊥∑
n

n y-i

1　ォ

1*-　∑(1-pi-qt)
n y-i

1

h�"

(
岨F

q
∵

)

-A-

/>--

EK-, x-

｢
　
　
-
　
　
｣

)

トEX(竺二里)]h

-　Y2＼

3.5)

We can show easily that
A

EI至- ftVarCM*)]

(3.6)

1

EIZ≦㌃gifcll^l
∧

EI苦-?aVar[fa(x)]

1

EI2≦㌃?i?a

汀Em-K(u)¥dy¥

II2

¥K{v)¥dy*¥.

Em

where冊紺-max fx(x) and冊訓-max f2(x), whose existence is secured by the continuity

of f^x) and f2(x). By applying (3.6) and the Schwarz's inequality on (3.4), we have

(3.7)　Var [Dn (*)]-qxVar[fx(*)] + q2Var [f2 (*)] + 0 I i) ･

Theorem 3 in Yamato[7] implies that the right side of (3.7) tends to zero as n tends to

∞ Thus (3.2) was established.

Next, it is obvious that

(3.8)　　　EIDn(x) -D(x)¥*-Vaj:[Dn(x)] +¥EDn(x) -D(x)12.

The combination of (3.2), (3.8) and Theorem 1 leads us to (3.3), thus proving the theorem,
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This theorem furnishes a su鮎ient condition for Dn(x) to be consistent. In Theorem

3, if we assume furthermore that K(y) satisfies (2.7), then we have that both Ya,Y[Dn(x)]

and E¥Dn(x)-D(x)¥2 converge to zero at all points x at which both probability density

funcions f^x) and f2(x) are continuous.

Theorem 4. We suppose that the probability density functions fx(x) and f2(x) are con-

tinuous and that for the sequence of monotone decreasing positive numbers {hn} satisfying (2.1)

there exists a limit with

(3.9) α二
旦BJ

の
∑
.
戸

l
l
g

.mT 8
1

　

乃

(0≦α≦1).

LetthemeasurablefunctionK(y)satisfy(2.2)and(2.4)andlet{XV}9{X?},{^}be

mutuallyindependentsequencesofrandomvariablesandvectorsasdescribedinsection1.Then

forDn(x)definedby(2.5)wehave

(3.10)hmnh�"VarYDn(x)]

n-◆00

-a{qlfl(x)+q,f2(x)}¥¥K(v)¥*dy.

Em

Proof.Itfollowsfrom(3.7)that

A(3.ll)nh�"Var[Dn(x)]-qvnh�"Var[fx(x)]

｡∧+janA?Var[fa(*)]+O(A").

HencebyapplyingTheorem4inYamato[7]on(3.ll)wehave(3.10).Thusthetheorem

isproved.

4. Uniform consistency

Theorem 5. We suppose that the probability density functions ft(x) and f2(x) are uni-

formly continuous and that a sequence of monotone decreasing postive numbers [hn] satisfy

(2.1)and

4.1) lim nl/2km　∞.
n -*oO

LetthemeasurablefunctionK(y)satisfy(2.3)and(2.4),itsFouriertransform

(4.2)*(サ)-∫eiォ>yK(y)dy

Em

beabsolutelyintegrableandk(u)benondecreasinginnegativepartandnonincreasinginpositive

partforeachargument.

Let{X¥},{X君}9[pi)bemutuallyindependentsequencesofrandom仰仰dvectors

asdescribedinsection1.ThenforDn{x)definedby(2.5)Wehave.
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swp ¥Dn(x)-D(x)¥エo　･
X

where (4.2) denotes that suip ¥Dn(xトD(x) | converges to zero in probability as n tends to ∞.

Proof. In terms of Jc(u), the Fourier transform of K(y), we have
＼

(4.4) Dm(x)-EDm(x)

(2*桝

1

2 Tt)桝

JEm - 2 [pj eiu'x) - ft<P!(サ)] Aj (Ayk)|e-ft"'*<2uft y=サi J

n

∫ - 2 [(1-pi)*>'*}-?.Em n y-i　　　甲2(u)]k(hiu)¥e-*ut*du
n

where cpx{u) and甲Ju) are the characteristic functions of fi(x) and f2{x) respectively.

Therefore we have

(4.5)　suplDn(x)-EDn(x)¥
∬

(2*桝

JE差善i¥pj&サ'x)-qx<px(サ)]*{hju)|au

JEm-S[(1-pi)<サu'x)-?2<P*(サ)]*(Ayサ)

nf-i(/w.

By applying the Schwartz's inequality on (4.5)

(4.6) JSsuplDn(x)-EDn(x)¥
∬

Since

lE桝n* y-iS ^|ftefa牛gi-(ォ)l8-1*(*yサ)ls ′2

n
du

JEm‡錆E¥(¥-pi)&サ'*)一-(ォ)|3.|｣(A;.B)|= ′B
n

du.

E¥pjei"'x) -ql<Pl{u)¥*≦1 ,

E¥{l-pi)eiサ′*?-?2甲(サ)l! ≦1,

¥hnj is the sequence of monotone decreasing positive numbers and k(u) is nondecreasing in

negative part and nonincreasing m positive part for each, argument, by (4.5) we have

(4.6) Z?sup|仇(x) - EDn(x)¥
∬

≦
(2ガ)桝n

∫¥n¥h{hnu)¥A

Em′2du
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･1

J ¥n¥h(hnu)Em　-,1/2
du

∫_ ¥klu)¥du.
nl/2Urn(2*桝JE桝'-~､‥′-~一一~ ~

By applying (4.1) on (4.6), we have

(4.7)　　　　　　lim Esup¥Dn(*) -EDn(x)¥-O.
n~◆∞    X

It follows from (4.7) and Markov's inequality that

p

(4.8)　　　　　　　　　supIDn(x) -EDn(x)¥- 0.
X

Finally we remark the inequality

(4.9) sup IDn(x)-D(x) ¥
X

≦sap ¥Dn(xトEDJx) ¥ +sav lEDJx)-D(x) I ･
JC X

By applying Corollay 1 and (4.8) on (4.9), we have (4.3). Thus the theorem is proved.

5. Asymptotic normality

Theorem 6. We suppose that the probability density functions f^x) and f2(x) are con-

tinuous and that for the sequence of monotone decreasing positive numbers {hn} satisfying (2.1)

and (3.1) there exists a non zero limit with (3.9). Let the measurable function K(y) satisfy (2.2)

and (2.4) and let {JTJ}, {XJ}, {p4} be mutually independent sequences of random variables and

vectors as described in section 1. Then for Dn(x) defined by (2.5) the distribution function of

(5.1)
D舛Ix)-EDn(x)

yvarrzu*)]

converges to the standardized normal distribution junction at all points x.

K - i/nr/m (0<r<l/2) and hn - l/(logn)llm are examples of sequences of monotone decreas-

ing positive numbers satisfying (2.1), (3.1), (4.1) and (3.9) with α- 1/(r + 1) and α- 1

resp ectively.

Proof. If we put for any fixed x

v)--LKI竺諜(i-l,2,3, -･,hm.

(5.2)

V2-号K(竺若(j-l,253, -･,
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then {pjV}-{トpiWV (i-l, 2, 3, -..) is a sequence of independent random variables and
wehave

(5.3)
Dn(xトEDn(x)

�"v/VarfD^x)]

n

∑ {pty) -(トpi)V] -qlEV) +qtEV*)
JEl

Y^t^vj -(l-pj) Vf)]

Therefore by virtue of Lyapunov's condition it is enough to show that

(5.4)
Hbm

n

∑ E¥pjV卜(1-ft) V言｣qiEV)+q%EV*213
;蝣-!

n~∞varfl^.Fj-a-^y?}]1)3/2

¥)

From Theorem 4 we have

(5.5) 笠var善[pjV)-{l-p,)V^]
-nhfVar[｣ (*)]

=0.

-αtiifi{x)+q*M*))∫K2(y)dy(n

Em-…)･

Ontheotherhand,byaninequality

(5.6)

･ we have

(5.7)

(a+b+c+d)s ≦ 16(a3+fc3+c3+d3) for a, b,c,d ≧ 0

n

∑ E¥pjV巨{i-pjW)｣qxEV) +q,EV*2 13
J-1

n≦∑EUpii7卜EV))¥+¥{pi-ql)EV)I

y-1

+¥(l-p:)(V*-EV*)¥+¥(l-pnq2)EVj¥r

･16I?!5E¥V)-EV律+堵E¥V)-EV*

j213

･?i?2(?!+?5)(菱1叩l3+菱E¥V*¥*)¥

By(5.6)and(5.9)inYamato[7],itturnsoutthattherighthandsideof(5.7)issmaller

than
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64{?il| /ill +q*¥¥f*U)蒜IE桝IK(z)¥Uz
岳

･64n{?1|| fl||3+?2||/?2||3} JE桝-K(z)¥dz¥

+I6qlq2(q*+ql)-n.{¥¥fl¥¥*+酬蝣> .桝¥K(z)¥dz¥.

Hence we have

(5.9)

≦ lim

日鋼1
tTBS完宅

n

∑ E¥p}V*-(l-pf)V* -qiEV}+qzEVs2 1 3
y-i

!tサ[s>fj-(i-ォ>fj|];

1

3/2

一仰(笠varTi;{pjV)-{l-pj)V*}′2

･64{-+q*¥¥f*¥¥}-.這FJE伽K(z)¥sdz

･64^1/2-<?illfiII3+sailf2II3)(j¥K(z)¥dz

Em

･16?i?a(??+?封笠{刷･+ll/サ蝣'II桝K(z)¥dz¥

Byapplying(2.1),(2.2),(2.4),(3.1)and(5.5)on(5.9)wehave(5.4),whichleadsus

tothecompletionofthetheorem.

ThuswehaveobtainedtheasymptoticnormalityofDn(x).Weconsidereditsproperty

undertheassumptionthatfor{hn}thereexistsanonzerolimitwith(3.9)andtheauther

wishestodeveloptheasymptoticnormalityofDn(x)withoutthisassumptiononanother

occasion.
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